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A procedure reported elsewhere for solution of linear and no&near, determmis;ic; 
or stochastic, delay differential equations developed by the authors as an extension 
of the first author’s methods for nonlinear stochastic differential equations is now 
applied to a nonlinear delay-differential equation arising )n population problems 
and studied by Kakutani and Markus. Examp!es involving time-dependent 
constants and even stochastic coefficients and delays can also be done. 
Kakuranl and Markus have investIgatea” the noniiaear jdetzrm~mts~~c~ 
delay differential equation 
arising in modeling population growth when the birth race coei‘ficien; :s 
decreased by a quantity proportional to the population of the preceding 
generation 1 I 1. Here t > 0 and A, B, and t are constants. This paper presents 
the solution of (I) as well as extensions to stochastic cases using methods 
3eveloped by Adomian and his co-workers for solution of nonlinear 
stochastic differential equations [2]. 
Preparatory to solving (l), consider first the memoryless solution for 
9 = 0. This is: of course, the well-known solution of exponential growth but 
;ve derive it using Adomian’s series method [2] which will then be app?ied to 
,:I ). With = 0 we have 
dy(t)/dt - A$) = 0 y(0) = k 
b‘* 
Ly(t) t <2y(t> = x(t) = 0 
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in Adomian’s notation with L = d/dt and 9 = -A. Since the L -‘x term is 
zero, 
y=y,+L-‘x-L-‘Sy=y(O)-L-‘9y=y(O)+L-’Ay. 
Let y = CFEp=, yn, where y, = y(O) = k. Then 
y,=L-‘Ay,=L-‘Ak=kAt 
y2 = L-‘Ay, = L-‘(kAt) = kAZt2/2! 
y, = kA”t”/n! 
Hence, y(t) = C,“=, kA”t”/n! = keAt, a memoryless solution. 
Nonlinear Case B # 0. We now write 
Ly + 91’ + ByDy = x(t) = 0, 
where D is a delay operator [4] defined by Dy(t) = y(t - 7)) L = d/d& 
R = -A. Equivalently we can write Ly + 9y + NDy = 0, where NDy(t) is a 
nonlinear delay operation on y(t) given by By(t) y(t - z). Using the usual 
decomposition of the integral equation with y = CF=Oy, we have 
y==yO+L-‘Ay-L-‘ByDy 
=y,+L-‘A(y,i-y1+...)-L-‘B(y,+y,+..,)D(y,+y,+...), 
y1 =L-‘Ay, - L-‘By,Dy,=L-‘Ay,(t) - L-‘By,(t)y,(t- z), 
y2 = L-‘Ayl - L-‘By,Dy, - L-‘By,Dy,. 
Why not the term -L-‘By,Dy, also in the yZ? We encountered this before 
121; we take only terms such that the sum of the subscripts is less than the 
index of the component term. The result the is easily obtained and is iden- 
tical to that obtained by the adaptation of the basic method used by 
Adomian and Malakian [3] using the parametrized decomposition. Each 
term yi will depend on yi- 1 and ultimately on y, which leads to statistical 
separability in stochastic cases [2]. To verify this, let y = CrZO A”y, and 
write 
y=y,+/ZL-‘Ay-AL-‘ByDy. 
Now 
y=y,+ay,+I*Y,+*~~ 
=y,, + IL-‘A& + ay;vl t . ..) 
-/ZL-‘B(y,+~yy,+~.,)D(y,+;ly,+...). 
DIFFERENTIAL DELAY EQUATiOW 
Consequentiy, 
y. = k, 
y,=L-‘Ak-L-‘Bk’=(Ak-Bk’)t, 
yz=L-‘A[Ak-Bk’] t-L-‘B{k[Ak-Bk’jjt--r; + \(Ak-Bk’)tj(k& 
= (A - 2Bk)(Ak - Bk2)(t2/2) + Bk(Ak - Bk2) tt, 
etc., so that 
y(r) = k + (Ak - Bk2) t + (A - ZBk)(Ak - Bk’)(t”/l) 
+ Bk(Ak - Bk’) rt + e.. , 
If B = 0, we have the previous solution. As a check, one triviaily veriiies 
dy/dr = (Ak - Bk*) + (A - 2Bk)(Ak - Bk’) t 
+ Bk(Ak -Bk*) z + ... 
--Ay(t) = -Ak - A(Ak - Bk*) t - ... 
By(t)y(t - r) = Bk2 + Bk(Ak - Bk2)(t - z) -t Bk(Ak - Bk’) t + I’. 
and we easily see the term by term canceliations to yield 
dy(t)/dt -- Ay(t) + By(t) y(t - r) = 0, i.e., (d/dt)(y, -t Y I + y2) -A (jr,, + Y:,) 
-t B(Y,Y,(~--1 +Y,Y&--z) +Y~Y~@--))=O or 
(d/dt) y, - Ay, + By, y,(t - z) = 0 
(d/‘dt)yz-AY, +B(~,y,(t-r)-t-~,~,(t--z))=O 
(d/‘dt) y, - Ay, + B(y, y,(t - r) + yoy& - r) + y, y,(t - 7)) = 0. 
Thus (1) has been solved for r, A, B being constants, the case considered by 
Kakutani and Markus. It is, however, easy to go further as well. Clearly, 
from published work [2] we can solve for the case where s, A, and B are 
time dependent or even if A and B are stochastic processes and random 
delays are involved (41. This example is important for its own sake and as a 
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specific demonstration of the operator-theoretic method of solution of 
equations involving delays. Similar examples arise in control theory as well 
as in economic systems and other applications. 
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